
 

 Scalex PlanWheel SA2 
The perfect tool for taking scaled measurements from blueprints, maps and 
plans. Just select the built-in scale factor to match the plan and roll the 
PlanWheel SA2. The measurement is displayed instantly. The PlanWheel SA2 is a 
stand-alone model, it does not interface with your computer. 

 PlanWheel XLU3 

Measure plans the fast accurate way with the Scalex PlanWheel XLU3. the meas-
urement is displayed instantly. PlanWheel XLU3 can be used  stand-alone, or 
with the optional XLU3 Interface Kit (software for any Windows program). 

 

 

 

 Map Wheel 

Map Measure Tool for Hikers, Bikers, Boaters and RVers                                    
NOT RECOMMENDED FOR USE ON BLUEPRINTS OR TO DO ESTIMATING TAKE-
OFFS 

Measure maps the fast, accurate way with the Scalex MapWheel. Here is the 
perfect tool specifically for taking scaled measurements from maps. Just select 
the built-in scale factor to match the map and roll the MapWheel. The measure-
ment is displayed instantly. 19 built-in user scale factors including all common 
map scales. Measures in miles, kilometers  and nautical miles. 

 

Plan & Map Measuring Tools 
for Construction Estimating & 
Map Enthusiasts 

Scale-Link Wireless3 
For the first time ever customers are able to interface the PlanWheel map measuring wheel, with 
their estimating program without the interference of a cumbersome cable. The Scale-Link wireless3 
includes the PlanWheel Wireless, charging cradle with USB cable, Scalex Ready connect Software, 
user guide, rechargeable batteries (2AAA) and a protective case. Scale-Link wireless is compatible 
with all Windows construction estimating programs including Microsoft Excel at a distance of up to 
7.5m. 

Scale-Link USB3 Kit 
Scale-Link USB3 Kit blueprint tool is the original and 
industry standard computer in-put plan scaler. 

Includes: PlanWheel  XLU3, ready to connect soft-
ware, manual, USB cable and protective case 

PlanWheel XLU3 Interface Kit 
Software to transfer PlanWheel XLU3 measurements into any Windows 
program using your computers USB port. Ideal for use with spreadsheets 
such as Microsoft Excel, as well as all construction estimating software 
programs. Includes all necessary connecting cables. 

These innovative electronic, digital, hand-held tools enable you to take 
scaled measurements off prints, plans and maps in virtually any scale, impe-
rial and metric. 
You won’t find a better quality tool for measuring blueprints, architectural drawings and land-
scape plans. They are perfect for construction estimating ,quantity takeoff, surveying and 
more. 
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